Abstract-The demonstration shows the comparison of two novel Dynamic and Active Pixel Vision Sensors (DAVIS) in the context of a simulated neural imaging experiment. The first sensor, the SDAVIS, has, although a lower resolution (188x192) with respect to the previous generation of DAVIS sensors, 10X higher temporal contrast sensitivity. The second sensor, BSIDAVIS, combines a higher resolution (346x260) with a higher light sensitivity (quantum efficiency) because of its Back Side Illumination (BSI) manufacturing.
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I. DEMONSTRATION SETUP
The demonstration compares the capability of two sensitive new generation DAVIS sensors [2] in the context of a simulated neural imaging experiment: the sensitive SDAVIS [2] , and the Back Side Illuminated (BSI) BSIDAVIS. These sensors combine the regular Active Pixel Sensor (APS) capability to capture frames together with the detection of logarithmic temporal contrast in scene illumination (Dynamic Vision Sensor, DVS [3] ).
The demonstration consists of the setup shown in Fig.1 . A computer monitor reproduces real calcium imaging recordings obtained with a scientific sCMOS Hamamatsu Orca V2 on invitro mouse brain slices and on an in-vivo cranial window mouse. Both mice were genetically engineered to express the fast fluorescent calcium indicator GCaMP6f. Whenever the neural activity causes calcium release at the dendrites, the fluorescence of the neuron is excited.
The two sensors record in parallel the scene in real-time. Their event-based output is visible in jAER [4] , the opensource JAVA-based software which processes and displays DVS events.
The higher sensitivity and sub-millisecond latency of these sensors allows them to pick up the low-contrast fluorescence emitted by the neurons, opening the possibility of the use of DAVIS sensors in the context of bioimaging.
II. VISITORS EXPERIENCE
Visitors can observe the different behaviours of the two DAVIS sensors in the simulated experiment presented for various recordings. Since the two sensors obtain their sensitivity from two different mechanisms (one from additional gain and one from a higher quantum efficiency), the resulting noise and signal to noise ratio performances can be visually appreciated by the visitors.
Furthermore, since of the application of these sensors is not restricted to bioimaging, visitors can interact with these newgeneration sensors directly, testing their features first-hand. Observing the low latency, high dynamic range and sensitivity allows the public to explore the DAVIS functionalities and gain insights in the working principles of event-based systems. 
